Community Input

Officer Reports

Brandt

- Pancakes for Parkinson Oct 21
- Popular Assembly Locations are set up, pushed back a week
  - Dean Gates on Nov 13 @ Jefferson Hall Hotel C West Range
  - Town Hall on Nov 14 @ Nau Hall
  - Mock Hearing on Nov 15 @ Jefferson Hall Hotel C West Range
- Working on recruitment plan and why certain people did not apply

Sarah

- 

Jeffrey

- Hearing today, one was found guilty one was not

Lucie

- Dorm reps program is starting up this week with application going live

Devin

- Single sanction debate on Oct 24 @ Jefferson Society
- Livestream on Oct 15 with Devin and Lucie for Q&A session done by Cav Daily

Representative Reports

- Chris: Working on translation and COLA class presentation
- Adam Huckaby: Working on TA honor handbook to get it sent out within the next
- HAC had first meeting on semester on 9/28/17, compiled all data and working on what it means and conversations continuing on recommendations

New Business

Town Hall Discussion

- Brandt and Lucie Setting up agenda for the town hall discussion
  - Will involve each member of executive committee giving an update, then move into prepared and commonly asked questions, then taking questions from the public
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